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     We do not confine our pioneering work to UK markets, 
but are an outward looking, international organisation 
dedicated to promoting skills, improving lives and 
boosting economies around the globe. 
Graham Hasting-Evans
NOCN Group Managing Director
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NOCN is a top ten regulated Awarding Organisation (AO) in the UK, offering 
hundreds of qualifications in many different occupational sectors, from Entry Level 
(basic knowledge and understanding) to Level 7 (postgraduate degree).  Our 
subjects include everything from STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics) to business admin, construction and financial services.  NOCN’s Skills 
for Life and employability qualifications are designed to help learners advance their 
career prospects and open doors to new opportunities.

NOCN Group is an international education and skills charity, established in 1987 in Sheffield UK. Its primary aims 
are to help unemployed adult jobseekers and young people transition and secure sustainable employment and to 
develop their vocational and employability skills, by collaborating with employers, national stakeholders, training 
providers and individuals in the skills ecosystem.

Working closely with governments, government departments and NGOs worldwide, NOCN supports local 
commercial development and invests in leading enterprises, SMEs, aspiring entrepreneurs and start-ups in Europe, 
India, the Middle East and Gulf States, Africa and America.

REGULATED TECHNICAL & VOCATIONAL 
QUALIFICATIONS

“

”

These qualifications enable learners to gain the skills they need for sustainable employment, 
support people who are unemployed, those changing careers or returning to the 

workplace.  Our qualifications are popular with training organisations because they 
can be tailored to specific situations, sectors and individual needs, they are designed 
to be effective and make a positive difference to people’s lives.

NOCN collaborates with a range of organisations to ensure its employability 
credentials are of the highest quality to meet the needs of people at the early stages of 

their careers or at key transition points in later life. These include national stakeholders, 
employer bodies standard setting bodies and sector skills councils.

EMPLOYABILITY & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
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NOCN ESOL International qualifications are recognised worldwide. Our ESOL 
qualificatins  have been designed to support learners to move to an English-speaking 
country or simply learn it as a new language.

At the highest level NQF Level 3/CEF C2; NOCN ESOL International qualifications 
are suitable for learners who are preparing for entry to higher education or professional 
employment in the UK or elsewhere. We work with ESOL International centres across 
the UK and overseas, with providers in Europe, Asia and beyond.  The NOCN brand 
is recognised and highly respected all over the world as an authentic mark of quality.

ESOL INTERNATIONAL

The One Awards International Diploma is designed to provide International students with an accredited 
progression route to Higher Education.  We have articulation agreements in place with partner UK 
universities to support international students to progress to higher level studies in the UK if they wish or 
progressing to online degree programmes in some subject areas.  There is a programme to cater for every 
sector enabling  students to progress to HE to follow careers in Health, Social Work, Teaching, Engineering 
and Science, Creative and Digital Industries, Business and Computing to mention just a few. Programmes 
can be created if one doesn’t exist to enable progression.

ONE AWARDS INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMA

One Awards Accredited Units, also known as Bespoke Accreditation are credit-
based units of assessment, designed to meet the precise needs of your organisation 
and your learners.  We also have a bank of over 500 existing units, covering a 
wide range of subject areas.  These units can be studied alone, or put together in a 
chosen combination to produce a whole programme of learning catering for every 
eventuality.  

One Awards Accredited Units are tailor-made to your requirements; approved 
and quality assured by One Awards; and your learners receive a certificate for their 

achievements.

ONE AWARDS ACCREDITED UNITS

NOCN provides consultancy and research service in the UK and Internationally for employers, professional bodies 
and governments.  Our areas of specialism include Productivity Management, Big Skills Workforce Development, 
Capacity Building and Education Policy Development, including TVET (Technical & Vocational Education & 
Training) and Apprenticeships.

CONSULTANCY
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